DOCUMENTS CONTAINING INFORMATION PERTAINING TO QUERY 6

RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE NORMS OF THE MHRD IPERPO SCHEME APPLICABLE TO THE MHRD IPR CHAIR AT IIM BANGALORE
RELEVANT EXTRACT ON DETAILS OF THE CHAIR PROFESSORS SALARY UNDER THE NORMS OF THE IPERPO SCHEME APPLICABLE TO THE MHRD IPR CHAIR AT IIM BANGALORE

The normal replacement pay band and AGP admissible against the above two pre-revised pay scales shall be made applicable for the IPR Chairs in terms of the 6th Pay Commission recommendations. The pay scale of IPR Chair coordinator shall be the actual pay of the grade he/she is holding i.e. pay scale of Professor or Associate Professor in the University or Institute.

(vi) For salary and related recurring expenditure, the norms existing in the institution for same/equivalent posts would be applied to determine the extent of funding.

(vii) Deputation/appointments to Chair posts would also be governed by the general norms governing the Universities/Institutes in which the IPR Chair is located.